Conference Schedule
Week of:

julio 4

NOTES
Learning Lab: space to go in-depth into the three subtopics of CEI 2022. Each learning lab will be dynamic and interactive, and will include a vlog
previously made by the country hosts that virtually transports the students to a fascinating and unique location in Costa Rica related to the
subtopic being discussed." For virtual participants these will be guided sessions with a lesson plan provided so the activity can be completed at
the leisure of the delegation and discretion of the delegation leader.
Province Challenge: all participants will be divided into Costa Rica's 7 provinces, each province is one team and each province is assigned a topic
related to the conference's subthemes. The topic will be a real strength that the province has in real life. Teams will seek to win points in order to
win. The province challenges, which will be related to each province's topic, will grant the most points. Teams will also win points in GeoGuessr,
Virtual Pictionary, SDG Quiz,
Professional development: professional development sessions aimed at the students, with topics relevant to their projects and upcoming
academic/profesional careers
Intercultural afternoon: a short show-and-tell-style fair where each country gets to present interesting aspects about their culture and traditions,
may it be coins, artifacts, costumes, food, etc. (Things don't necessarily have to be physically brought)
Memory time!: the time to wave good-bye to CEI 2022! During the conference week, young reporters will be tailing the delegations and creating
vlogs to then showcase virtually in a physical room during Memory Time. Participants can go around the room and stop to watch the different
video montages that sum up the conference week.
Reflection and discussion in province teams: students fill out surveys online - they are also welcome to attend either slot to do this in a group
setting
Live stream

Online only session

Online only and hybrid
options

Hybrid

Available online
(delegation chooses
when they complete)

05/07

06/07

07/07

08/07

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

08:00 - 08:10

Morning assembly

Morning assembly

08:10 - 08:40

Keynote speaker

Opening Ceremony
08:40 - 08:45
and flag parade
Cultural Workshop

08:45 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:15
09:15 - 09:25

Cultural workshop

Educational
workshop

Educational
workshop

11:45 - 12:00

Food and fun
market (online
alternative by the
alumni)

Career immersion

BREAK
Project
Presentations 2
(mandatory for
teams that select
this slot)

Keynote speaker

Keynote speaker

Keynote speaker

15:50 - 16:20

Online keynote
speaker?

Memory Time

BREAK

12:40 - 13:40
13:40
- 14:40
14:40
14:50 -- 14:50
15:40
15:40 - 15:50

Scavenger and
Selfie Hunt (online
alternative by the
alumni)

BREAK

12:00 - 12:10
12:10 - 12:40

Reflection and
discussion in
province teams
(Option 1)

Optional block:
Morning

11:30 - 11:45

Field Trip Day
Virtual Activities
BREAK

10:10 - 10:40
10:45 - 11:30

Closing ceremony

BREAK

09:25 - 09:50
09:50 - 10:10

Project
Presentations 1
(mandatory for
teams that select
this slot)

Mandatory Time Block

04/07

Monday

Costa Rica
time

Learning Lab: Water Learning Lab: Water Learning Lab: Water
and tourism
and society
and the economy

16:20 - 17:00
17:00 - 17:30
17:30
18:00 -- 18:00
18:10
18:10 - 18:30

Professional development (available online)

18:30 -- 19:30
19:00
19:00

Province Games
(Virtual Pictionary &
20:00 - 20:30
GeoGuessr)

20:30 - 21:00

BREAK
Cultural
performance

Keynote speaker
Province Games
(SDG Quiz)

Reflection and
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province teams
(Option 2)

Virtual final party

Optional block:
Evening

19:30 - 20:00

